My Name is Enoch Oktollik from the community of Wainwright

I, would to thank the Board of Game in allowing to come forward before you with my comment. Like the NSB Advisory Committee Members I support Proposal # 202 with the following amendments as was previously stated by my fellow NSB Advisory Committee members & Staff.

In my community Caribou in one the source of meat, Proposal 202 also would not satisfy the nutritional needs in my community. We also face high cost of living fo commodity & goods also heating & gas, because of our location.

Proposal 202 needs to clarify... for example one family that takes another individual or more from another household especially when traveling by motorized Vechicle, because there are other families that have no mean's of transportations for a hunt... So an individual from another household follows to get a fair share.

One note needs to be carified or a exception clause needs to be added ...for example a hunter leaves his catch to render... which is in our area a delicacy....render meat ...Aged for few days to render...then the hunter return for it.We need to educate our Law enforcement officers about this practices.